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FRAMEWORK AGREEME

between
Hanoi University of atural Resources and Environme Viet am

and
The PoHtecnico di llano. taly

Hanoi University ofatural esources and Environme having
address at 41 Phudien Road. Phudien Ward. North-Tuliem District, Hanoi.
Viet am (hereinafter referred to as "HO
The Politecnico di llano. Milano with legal domicile at piazza
Leonardo da Vinci 32. 20133 Milano (Italy). and represented in this deed
by its Rector, prof. Ferruccio Resta (hereinafter referred to as "'POLIMIJ
HUNRE and POLIMI may be referred to individually as the "Party" and
jointly as the "Parties" hereby conclude this Framework Agreement
(hereinafter referred to as "this MON'). hereby agree to foster academic
exchange and cooperation between the two institutions.

Article 1: PURPOSE
The purpose of this OA is to develop scientific and academic
cooperation and scientific research on the basis of equality, mutual
interest and reciprocity and to promote relations and mutual
understanding between HU REand POLIMI.

Article 2: AREASOFACf ANDCOLIABORATIO
The areas of collaboration will be agreed by both parties and these will
be implemented based on both arties' expectation. The collaboration
will contribute to the development of cooperative relationships between
the two universities. Cooperation may be carried out through such
activities as:
(1) Exchange of teachers. researchers. staff and students
(2) Exchange of documentation: works. reviews, pedagogical
documental .
(3) The development of studies and collaborative research projects;



(4) The organisation of seminars. courses. workshops. summer schools,
internships. and other similar initiatives;
(5) Collaboration on scientific research and training on the following
topics: Natural resources management, Environment and sustainable
development, Disaster risk management, Hydroinformatics. Water
resources systems analysis and control, Geoinformatics. Geodata science,
and Earth Observation
(6) The organisation of meetings. congresses, lectures etc. to improve the
exchange of knowledge and experience.

Article 3: AMENDMENTS.RENEWAL.AND no
This MOAshall come into effect on the date when the representatives of
the Parties affix their signatures to this MOAand shall be valid for a
period of five (05) years. This MOAmay be renewed, revised or modified
after discussion by representatives of both Parties. This MOAshall be
terminated by a six (06) month prior written notice of the Party.
However. If this Agreement ends. any programs within this agreement
which has been conducting is stilJ implementing until the end.
This Agreement has not included the finance for each side. The specific
activities will be discussed and identified in MOAbetween two sides.
Done in on_._j / ..2 / 2019 in duplicate in English
language and being equally authentic. The agreement can be amended at
any time by written agreement duly executed by all parties. If this
Memorandum is terminated. neither HU RE nor POUMI will be liable to
the other for any monetary or other losses which may result from such
termination.
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